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Poor’s life spans vary by geography
Study of longevity in US
finds life expectancies
vary widely among cities
By NEIL IRWIN
AND QUOCTRUNG BUI
NEW YORK TIMES

For poor Americans, the place
they call home can be a matter of
life or death.
The poor in some cities — big
ones like New York and Los Angeles, and also quite a few smaller

ones like Birmingham, Ala. — live
nearly as long as their middle-class
neighbors or have seen rising life
expectancy in the 21st century. But
in some other parts of the country,
adults with the lowest incomes die
on average as young as people in
much poorer nations like Rwanda, and their life spans are getting
shorter.
In those differences, documented
in sweeping new research, lies an
optimistic message: The right mix
TURN TO LONGEVITY » PAGE A2

HOW WE
FARED
■ Poor people in
Santa Rosa live
an average of 80.8
years.
■ Rich people in
Santa Rosa live
88.1 years, on
average.
■ Eight of the top
10 metro areas for
life expectancy
are in California..

SR poor fare better than most
By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Poor people who live in Santa
Rosa are expected to live much
longer than their economic counterparts throughout the rest of the
United States, a new study published Monday shows.
In fact, at 80.8 years, the poor in
Santa Rosa have the eighth-longest
life expectancy of the largest 100

metro areas in America.
The figure comes from a report
released by the Journal of the
American Medical Association,
which looked at 1.4 billion earnings
records and death certificates from
the Internal Revenue Service and
the Social Security Administration
from 1999 and 2014. Researchers
then analyzed them to see if they
TURN TO SANTA ROSA » PAGE A2

BODEGA HEAD » Sonoma County park officials propose
taking over management of coastal overlook from state

Bid to keep access free

FRANK BELLINO / PRESS-ENTERPRISE

Marines carry the casket
of Staff Sgt. Louis Cardin
in Temecula.

US role
in Iraq
quietly
expands
Death of Temecula
Marine forces officials
to reveal secret base
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT
NEW YORK TIMES

PHOTOS BY BETH SCHLANKER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Kim Dixon and her husband, Robert, watch for whales Sunday at Bodega Head in Bodega Bay.
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

onoma County park officials are seeking to take over
management of Bodega Head, the latest maneuver in a
pitched four-year battle over day-use fees that could be
decided Wednesday at a rare meeting of the California Coastal Commission in Santa Rosa.
Bodega Head is one of eight Sonoma Coast locations where
California State Parks is seeking to impose new day-use fees
of up to $8. None carries more significance than Bodega
Head, which is among the state’s most popular, drawing hundreds of visitors on busy days to marvel at the iconic view of
Sonoma’s rugged coastline.
State Parks views Bodega Head and the other seven beaches it operates as potential new revenue sources to help pay for
services. But Caryl Hart, the county’s regional parks director,
said charging a fee at the site “would prevent people from
experiencing what is theirs.”
Sonoma County supervisors are expected Tuesday to
approve giving Hart the authority to pitch the county’s
management plan at Wednesday’s Coastal Commission public
hearing on the state’s fee proposal.
TURN TO ACCESS » PAGE A2

Visitors park at Bodega Head in Bodega Bay on Sunday.

STATE’S PROPOSED FEE PLAN FOR COASTAL SPOTS
On the Sonoma Coast, the state is seeking to impose new parking fees at
four parking lots at Goat Rock; two at Bodega Head; Shell Beach; and
Stump Beach. The proposal seeks day-use fees of up to $3 an hour, or $8
a day. There would be no charge for visits up to 30 minutes.

WASHINGTON — On a Saturday morning three weeks
ago, U.S. radar detected rockets
headed for a secret fire base of
about 100 Marines in northern
Iraq.
As warning sirens blared, a
27-year-old staff sergeant on his
fifth combat tour rushed the
Marines under his command to
a bunker.
One rocket missed the Marines, but another exploded
near the staff sergeant, Louis F.
Cardin, while he was still outside. He was seriously wounded
in the chest and died within the
hour.
Less than 12 hours later, a
Marine arrived at the home of
Cardin’s parents in Temecula to
inform them that their son had
been killed.
It was the second time a U.S.
service member had been killed
in Iraq since President Barack
Obama resumed military operations there nearly two years ago.
In the days after Cardin’s
death, U.S. military officials
were forced to disclose why
he and the Marines were at
the base, how Marines would
be used in the future and how
many U.S. troops were actually
in Iraq. The new information
illustrated how the conflict had
quietly expanded far from the
public’s view, and raised quesTURN TO IRAQ » PAGE A7

Will fervor of Sanders’ legions endure?
By ANAND GIRIDHARADAS
NEW YORK TIMES

PHILADELPHIA — People
with lip rings, dreadlocks and
tattoos; multitudes of clean-cut
types; longhaired men clutching
copies of the Marxist magazine
Socialist Appeal, or the Sartre
play “No Exit”; black women
intrigued by college-debt relief;
gay and transgender supporters; young women in burlappy
wear normally seen in Bali; and

SANTA ROSA
High 71, Low 45
THE WEATHER, B10

at least one older guy who said
that until recently he had been a
Republican.
All stood in line for hours outside the arena at Temple University for a chance to hear Sen.
Bernie Sanders of Vermont, the
74-year-old self-described socialist who has put up a far more
robust challenge to Hillary Clinton for the Democratic nomination than expected.
TURN TO SANDERS » PAGE A4

INSIDE

Young
people
display their
support for
Bernie
Sanders
on Monday
at a campaign
rally in
Binghamton,
N.Y.
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